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Hey y’all! 
 
This year, students in Upper School English classes have been writing. (Some would even say they’ve 
enjoyed it!!) And while it’s not unusual to write essays in an English class, we’ve tried to expand the 
kinds of writing that we do. So we’ve written love poems and short stories, film critiques and narratives 
and we’ve crafted memes and reflected about Macbeth.  
 
Houston Academy also has a thriving Arts scene and students work in a variety of 2-D and 3-D 
mediums: They draw and paint--in everything from pencil to watercolor and acrylics. They sculpt and 
mold clay and metal into interesting and expressive forms.   
 
Indeed, there is a burgeoning group of talented writers and artists at our school and we really want to 
celebrate this as we watch this part of our community continue to grow.  
 
Next year, we plan to unveil a fully realized Literary and Art magazine full of incredible student work 
but until then, let us entice you and share some of this year’s best. Enjoy.  
 

 
 
Jennifer Gaye 
English Department Chair 
May 2018 
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The Student 
Gabby Kaufman ‘19 
 
Among piles of books a student sat, 
Up to their ears in essays that 
Were due in a day or two. 
At school they were known to be a bit coo-coo 
Running here and there 
With eraser shavings flying everywhere. 
How many classes do they take? 
Enough to make them want to jump into a lake! 
Straight-A student, for sure 
And a 4.0 GPA (at least) I concur. 
Clothes pressed till not a wrinkle is seen, 
Along with their dark-rimmed glasses shined till they gleam. 
In every class their hand shoots into the air 
Faster than any other student could be aware. 
Their backpack, filled to the brim, zipper about to pop 
They won’t stop making notecards until they drop. 
The competition is higher than a kite 
To make good grades and do everything right. 
They are pressured all four years 
To make higher grades than their peers. 
If only they knew their value was not determined 
By the grades that are their burden. 
Onward they struggle to stay afloat 
In this competition that can be so cutthroat.  
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Love Poem 
Hanna Watson ‘19 

 
Love is wonderful, love is good. 
When it doesn’t work, you feel you did all you could. 
 
Love is good, love is happy. 
Some may think it’s just plain sappy 
 
Some love once, some love many  
If things get rough it may seem uncanny 
 
You have to work every day for love 
And place them right above 
 
It is them before you  
You do the best you can do. 
 
Some last forever, 
Some are only a thought. 
 
Some think it’s whatever--  
Some give it all they got. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     
     
     
       Caylee Caldwell ‘21 
              Pastels on Paper
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The Tales of School  
Henry Walworth ‘21 
 

Little did I know of the world and the 
dangers of entertaining myself with sports.  My 
worst day of school started during 6th grade, my 
first year of middle school. BEEP BEEP BEEP! 
I stumbled out of bed not knowing what the day 
had in store for me. I looked at the clock and 
panicked because it was already 8:00 and school 
had begun. I rushed to my mother’s room asking 
myself why she let me oversleep. My question 
was answered when I found her still sound 
asleep, oblivious to the dreadful tune playing 
over and over through her phone. I tapped her, 
calling out frantically, “Mom! Mom! Wake up. 
We overslept. Mom!”  Finally, she woke up, 
became aware of the situation, and sprang out of 
bed like a crazy person. We both moved at 
lightning speed to get showered and dressed. 
Breakfast consisted of frozen waffles and water 
eaten in the car on the way to school. My mom 
drove to school like she was in the final lap of a 
NASCAR race. She probably would have just 
slowed down a little and told me to jump out if 
she wouldn’t have had to go inside to check me 
in late. I received an unexcused tardy and was 
scolded by the school secretary for being 
irresponsible. My stomach was in knots because 
the morning had started out so badly. I 
remember thinking, “Well, this day can only get 
better from here!”  Looking back, I think that 
thought must have jinxed me!  

As I walked down the hall to my class, 
the break bell rang and my friends spilled into 
the hallway. “Yes!” I thought, “I have a little 
time to relax and forget the horrendous 
morning.”  My awesome waffle breakfast had 
worn off, and I couldn’t wait to purchase my 
usual snack, Chips Ahoy cookies and water!  
My friends and I discussed the weekend of  
college football and of course, trash talked  
 

 
other teams besides our favorite. The  
conversation was the perfect remedy for my bad 
morning, and I no longer felt that sick feeling in 
my stomach. Soon the loud obnoxious bell rang 
out, and my classmates and I moved at a snail’s 
pace toward the gym for Physical Education. It 
was here that my day took a turn for the worse! 

 Ironically, our  PE coach was lazy and 
disorganized, so he let us partake in any activity 
we wanted as long as we didn’t bother him.  We 
spent a good portion of our time sitting in the 
bleachers tossing around ideas of what to do. As 
I sat there, I felt that queasy feeling in my 
stomach again, but I ignored it when a friend 
called out,  “Who wants to play a quick little 
game of 5 v. 5?”  Our game started with the 
usual check-ball and then a slow start for my 
team. The other team was on fire, scoring like a 
machine and taking an easy ten point lead.  My 
team fought back like we were in the NBA 
finals and closed the other team’s lead to one 
point. My stomach was hurting, my skin was all 
sweaty, but I didn’t want to lose, so I kept 
playing.  I was watching the clock and knew we 
were down to the wire.  We stole the ball, and 
my teammate took a shot but missed. “Rebound! 
Get the rebound!” was all I could think as I leapt 
through the air like a squirrel to get the ball. In 
that moment, it seemed like the gym went eerily 
silent, things started moving in slow motion, 
and the lights were flashing on and off. I 
blacked out for a moment and fell awkwardly to 
the floor cracking a bone in my foot. The game 
was down to the last two seconds and was too 
intense to be stopped for my injury. As I was on 
the ground clutching my foot in excruciating 
pain, my teammates continued to fight for the 
ball.  In those two short seconds of play, the 
unthinkable
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happened. I heard a sickening crack and felt a 
surge of pain in my finger as another player 
stepped on my hand in the heat of the action. 
The day that seemed to be getting better 
suddenly took a nosedive.  

The PE coached leisurely walked over to 
me to see what was wrong. I could barely speak 
and only grunted short phrases like “help, leg, 
pain, get Mom and Dad.”   My parents arrived 
30 minutes later and rushed me to the 
emergency room. I could feel every little bump 
in the road. It was as if my dad was driving a 
four wheeler with no shocks through a rutted 
field.  

At the ER, I was placed in the non-
serious bay and waited hours for my name to be 
called. My wait included episodes of anger, 
tears, and pain before I finally fell asleep sitting 
straight up in my chair. Finally, I heard the 
nurse utter the best words ever, “Henry 
Walworth, come on back!”   Eventually,  Doctor 
Li entered the room, observed the massive 
bruising and swelling in both places, and sent 
me for x-rays. It was here that I thought I was 
being punished for every annoying thing I had 
ever done to my sister. The radiology tech 
twisted and turned my foot and finger, and the 
sharp pain was unbearable. I felt like screaming 
or punching the wall to relieve my anguish. As 
the torture continued, found myself wishing I 
could use the x-ray tech as my personal 
punching bag!  

As expected, the x-rays confirmed two 
breaks. The ER nurse splinted my finger, but I 

was sent to a bone specialist to cast my foot.  
Just when I thought my day couldn’t get any 
worse, the nurse delivered one more blow... 
only pink casts were left. “PINK??!! What had I 
done to deserve this? Hadn’t I suffered enough?  
Regardless, I had to just “swallow that pill” and 
learn to like pink! 

Looking back on this day I realize where 
I went wrong. The stomach ache I kept brushing 
off was my body’s way of telling me I needed to 
eat something better than waffles and chocolate 
chip cookies to fuel my body for basketball.  I 
passed out during the game because my blood 
sugar dropped below normal.  That lead to two 
broken bones, a pink cast, and my worst day of 
school ever! Now, I listen to my body when it is 
trying to tell me what it needs.  And for the 
record, we don’t even buy frozen waffles and 
Chips Ahoy at my house anymore!  
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Poetry Mash-Ups * 
*A mash-up blends specific lines of poetry to create a new effect in tone or attitude without omitting any of the poet's original words. After 
analyzing poetry by Emily Dickinson, students were given the task of creating a mash-up of (3) different poems by three different poets, 
including Dickinson,  that possessed a similar theme.  
               
Untitled 
Santana Rojas ‘18 
 
I felt a funeral in my brain,  
It is the same that it ever was. 
With those same boots of lead, again, 
My mind was going numb. 
 
And mourners to and fro 
Kept treading--treading--till it seemed 
He kindly stopped for me.  
 
And then a Plank in reason, broke,  
And finished knowing--then-- 
Why should I be out of mind 
For his civility. 
 
Life means all that it ever meant 
Death is nothing at all.  
 

Michael Crowley ’18                   Acrylic on Canvas 

Nothing is Lost 
Sara Beth Ramsey ‘18 
 
I felt a funeral, in my brain 
That sense was breaking through 
And when they were all seated 
I am but waiting for you. 
 
We drove slowly, he knew no haste 
The dews grew quivering and chill, 
Life means all that it ever meant 
As all the Heavens were a Bell. 
 
We passed the school, where children strove 
It is the same that it ever was 
We passed the setting sun 
Or rather, he passed us 
 
And then I heard them lift a box 
For only gossamer my gown 
Play, smile, think of me. Pray for me. 
And I dropped down and down 
 
I felt a funeral, in my brain 
That sense was breaking through 
And Finished knowing--then-- 
I am I and you are you. 
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True Love Is 
Carson Daugherty ‘19 
       
True love is like a twister. 
It comes fast and out of nowhere. 
Once inside there's no escape. 
True love is like flowing water. 
It must flow and move around obstacles 
Never getting stuck. 
True love is like slipping on a hill 
By the time you realize you are falling  
You’re already rolling fast towards the bottom. 
True love is like a forest fire 
It is easy to start, but 
Hard to stop. 
True love is hard to find. 
 
 
 

Untitled 
Andrew Tamburin ‘19 
 
In this time and place, as one struggles to learn about 
life 
A concept is born, in the hearts of young men 
It starts with the love a child has for its mother 
Then grows into the likes of another  
But don’t rush, make sure to take your time 
Because love is patient, and love is kind 
And for those unfortunate to have love taken away 
Be wary, for true love will find a way 
The patient will find happiness in their hearts 
While the impatient will be cursed by a broken heart.  
For true love may not be the easiest of ways 
But true happiness will come to those who wait 
Keep an open mind, and an open heart  
And true love will find you when you need it most. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 Sara Beth Ramsey ‘18 
                         Pastels on Paper 
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                    Mary Hinson Mims ‘18                                                      Colored Pencil on Paper                
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Wild Kids 
Rebecca Johnson ‘19 & Mary Grace Reeves ‘19 
 
It is just another Friday night  
Wild kids at another barnyard fight 
Fun and crazy, the fight is the topic of conversation 
The drinks will be spilled when loss of concentration  
The field is filled with trucks of all kinds 
But there is only one thing on everybody’s mind 
Victory is important even though they are friends 
Who will win? It all just depends.  
All the boys wearing boots  
Growing up with Alabama roots 
Girls all dressed in jean shorts and t-shirts 
Just standard Southern girls trying to flirt 
Blaring the music, you can hear the bass 
But it’s very dark--you can hardly see people’s faces 
Boys and girls who have always gotten along 
Just wait until you hear their favorite song-- 
“Dixieland Delight” on a really good night 
When that song comes on so will the lights. 
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MEMES 
As students learned about using rhetorical devices to craft effective arguments, they created memes on the subject of  the ethical treatment 
of animals.  

 Walker Sexton ‘19 
 

 Iyanna Freeman ‘19 
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                                                         Alex Jeffers ‘19 
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No Viva Las Vegas 
Lawson Faulk ‘21 
       

If I were to describe my Las Vegas 
experience in one word it would be “dreadful”.  
Before we even arrived in Las Vegas things were 
going wrong.  We drove for a lengthy four hours 
in my mother’s foul smelling car, twisting and 
turning through cities to reach a subpar hotel in 
Atlanta.    Our hotel only had two cramped beds 
that felt as comfortable as a cardboard box.  There 
were no extra furnishings that might have 
consisted of a couch or a chair to lay on.  I was 
banished from the bed by my mother who told me 
I squirmed around too much while she was trying 
to get her “beauty sleep.”  The rest of the night I 
slept on the cold, spiky carpet under the freezing 
air conditioning.  I got a lackluster six hours of 
sleep that night.  To say I would not have enough 
energy to power myself through that day would be 
an understatement. 

The next day, we rode on a skytrain 
stuffed full of people like sardines.  The train took 
us directly to the airport.  We waited in numerous 
long and complex lines that bent  and twisted so 
much, I had no clue where they ended.  In the 
middle of one of these lines, my mother saw on 
the arrival and departure display that our flight 
took off in 30 minutes.  She checked her email to 
see a horrendous sight, an email from the airport 
stating our flight was set to depart one hour earlier 
than they anticipated.  She began breathing heavily 
in a mad panic while repeating the words “We are 
not going to make our flight!” over and over again.  
We tried to comfort her while she was in this 
distraught state with hugs and words of 
encouragement to no avail.  After advancing 
through the jagged lines, we finally reached the 
Atlanta Airport Plane Train to get to Concourse F, 
the very last concourse in the airport.  Each train 
ride felt twice as long and stressful than the last.  I 
still can not imagine the look on our stressed faces 
as we saw our gate and darted for the entrance, 
screaming “Wait!  Wait for us!”  Because we were 
flying from Atlanta to Las Vegas, we crossed all 
four United States time zones, meaning when we 
arrived in Las Vegas it was 9:30 AM local time. 

The first thing I saw immediately after I 
exited the plane was an absurd amount of 
gambling machines.  There was not a single point 

while in the airport that I would have been unable 
to spin in a 360-degree circle and not spot a 
gambling machine.  I could tell by a quick glance 
that these specific machines were not even in the 
same realm of quality that you would find in a 
casino.  What kind of idiot would think “Man, it 
will be forever until my plane departs, why don’t I 
gamble my hard earned money while I am 
waiting?”  These machines are the reason some 
people go bankrupt and they are plastered all over 
the airport.  “Wow, I did not expect to see slot 
machines already,” I said in a light hearted tone as 
to not upset my parents after processing all of 
these infuriating thoughts in my head. 
 After departing from the airport, the 
sudden heat slapped me across the face with its 
dry hand.  I thought visiting a place with little to 
no humidity would be a breath of fresh air 
compared to the humid environment I was used to, 
but I was extremely mistaken.  The lack of 
humidity made it feel as if there was no barrier 
between the sun's rays and my epidermis.  All of 
the sweat on my scalp and any other liquid 
substance on my body was evaporated into the air 
immediately.  My skin felt scorched after one 
minute of being in the sun’s infernal presence. 

As soon as I entered our hotel, the MGM 
Grand, the scent of cigarette smoke and alcohol 
invaded my nostrils and left me with a terrible  
headache.  It felt like every single person was 
inhaling deadly chemicals from a cigarette and 
drinking the most putrid alcoholic beverage they 
could find on the menu.  We seemed to crawl at a 
snail's pace to the front desk.  At this point, I was 
trying to hold in every last  molecule of non-
corrupted oxygen as I could.  Unfortunately, in 
every hotel in Las Vegas, you are forced to go 
through the mucky casino on the main floor to get 
to any other part of the building except for the 
front desk.  I could only imagine the nightmare of 
running through this icky casino everyday, 
scrambling for the door through all the foul slot 
machines that never gave any more then they took 
and the grimy tables where card dealers flaunted 
their shuffling skills to most likely intoxicated 
men and women. 
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After checking into the main desk at 10:00 
AM, we quickly realized that our room was not 
ready yet.  We were told it would be ready around 
2:00 PM.  My mother and little sister Claire wanted 
to go out and see what Vegas could offer in the 110º 
heat.  We left the hotel and started to walk around 
where I caught sight of multiple homeless men on 
the sides of the street.  Claire and Mom seemed to 
just stroll right past them while I feared one would 
reach out and snatch my leg while saying “Give me 
your money, boy!”  We made it a grand total of two 
blocks before my mother was tired of me 
complaining about the heat and how tired I was (but 
to be fair she got way more sleep than me).  We 
went back into the hotel to find a place to eat only to 
figure out the only “lunch place” (according to my 
mother’s standards) was the food court that had 
Nathan's hot dogs for three times the price of the 
same exact Nathan’s hotdog in my hometown of 
Dothan, Alabama. 

After lunch, we wandered around the hotel 
seeing all of its intricate design which mostly 
included fashion shops and restaurants that were not 
open.  We decided to settle in a pub until our room 
was ready. The restaurant smelled more like beer 
and looked less inviting than the lobby, which is 
saying something.  We sat down and ordered some 
beverages, mine was carbonated with a lemon tang.  
I observed  the bubbles rise and fall in one grand 
wave, which reminded me of my drowsiness.  I 
lowered my body down, parallel to the cushion of 
the booth and almost fell asleep.  After about three 
hours, we got a notification that our room was ready.  
My body was flooded with excitement and glee.  
After we paid for the check, I scuttled for the 
elevator almost leaving my family behind.  I jumped 
in and pressed one of the buttons inside the elevator, 
which shot us up to the 8th floor.  As soon as we 
reached our room, I went straight to the first piece of 
furniture I saw, which was a plush couch that 

seemed to hug me with its soft arms.  We took a 
good one and a half hours to energize and catch up 
on the national news. 

I was returned to reality when my mother 
exclaimed  “Lawson!  Get in the shower!  Put on 
your khaki shorts and a collared shirt after you get 
out, we are going out to eat in 30 minutes!”  I was 
forced to separate from my plush couch, dreading 
every step I took toward the shower.  It seemed I had 
lost my sense of time in the shower as my mother 
shouted “Five minutes, Lawson!”  I got out of the 
warm steam box and got into the itchy attire my 
mother  required me to wear.  I came out the 
bathroom door to see my whole family with their 
arms crossed.  We went down the elevator where I 
was greeted once again by a scent I came to hate 
cigarette smoke.   

We found a Mexican grill and decided it 
would be a wise choice to eat there.  After being 
seated, I noticed the open design which lead to it 
being much louder than a traditional restaurant.  In 
fact, there was group of eight women who all 
seemed to collectively empty their lungs with loud 
banter every minute.  Their roars were loud enough 
to make even the nicest of people pull their hair in 
frustration.  We simultaneously ordered food with 
our drinks, which shocked the waitress.  I saw the 
cheese quesadilla on the menu and decided to 
ordered it thinking  “How could a Mexican grill 
mess up such a simple order as fried cheese covered 
in a blanket of flour?”  I was thoroughly surprised 
when the waitress came around with our food to see 
a whole garden of parsley drizzled in some milky 
white sauce.  I was too exhausted at this point to 
breakout into tears or rage, but my mother did notice 
and politely asked, “I am so sorry, our son does not 
like all that parsley and sauce on his quesadilla.  
Could  
you make another one for us please?”  It was 

hard to hear her over the abrupt outbreaks of the 
women next to us.  Somehow, the waitress 
acknowledged our request and went off to the 
kitchen, where it seemed like she waited a 
prolonging hour.  The screeching of the women next 
to us had gotten slightly better as they had all 
received their meals, but they still used every breath 
in between bites to cackle with their intrinsic blaring 
volume. 

I was ecstatic to see our waitress strutting 
towards us with her silver serving tray.  My flawless 

cheese quesadilla graced me with its presence.  I 
took a huge chomp only realize I had bitten into an 
oily grease pool of cheese.  I almost threw up but my 
mother made me eat at least half because she had to 
order another one.  I could feel the flour and cheese 
trying to swim through all the grease in my mouth.   

After we paid and made our way back to the 
room, I started to think of how this trip is going to 
play out.  I knew I would not enjoy being in Las 
Vegas as much as I would sitting in front of my 
television with an XBox controller in hand.  Looking 
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back from the present, I did end up taking 
pleasure from some parts of this trip, but most of it 
was a sluggish timewaster.  Most people say “What 

happens in Vegas stays in Vegas” but I say 
“Whatever you do, stay out of Las Vegas!” 
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Love Lines 
Joel Hewes ‘19 
 
Love is brought together like a bee to a flower. 
Love causes one to endure unnecessary comments. 
At times love can be like a fire when it is cold, 
It will warm you up but when you get too close it may burn you. 
Though it may look like a plump delicious apple, 
Once you have the apple it may reveal its poisonous side. 
Love is like a tree branch, 
It only grows bigger and stronger with time. 
But that branch may break and when it does  
small branches will grow off of it and they will be stronger. 
Love continuously fill one’s head, 
Like air fills one’s lungs in order for them to breathe. 
Love carries a great risk, 
But in the end the reward outweighs the risk. 
 
 
 

                     
                    Brittan Bertsch ‘19                                                                Acrylic on Paper 
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Macbeth Poems 
After reading Macbeth, students discussed the theme of masks and wrote poems inspired by “We Wear the Mask” by Claude McKay.

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Lady Macbeth 
Hannah Streitman ‘18 
 
My name is Lady Macbeth 
I am ruthless and cold hearted with every 
breath. 
Manipulation how sweet the sound 
My saving grace, what gets me crowned. 
Oh thane of cawdor, where is the malice in your 
soul? 
I so desperately need you to play your role 
For if you kill King Duncan,  
From his death I will rise.  
However, Macbeth, it may be 
Your ultimate demise. 
But what do I really care?  
I am now and forever 
The only heir. 
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Untitled 
Claire Sullivan ‘18 
 
These years I have lived 
And these years have I lied 
Concealing the truth 
In the back of my mind. 
 
The weight of my guilt 
Like the weight of a stone, 
In a crumbling fortress 
I’ve built my throne. 
 
When the mask falls away 
And they finally know 
I’ll have no one to turn to 
And nowhere to go. 
 
So I’ll wait with the mask 
On the throne that I stole 
Till I get what I paid for  
And the final bell tolls. 
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Victoria Osunsanya ‘21         Acrylic on Canvas 
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Outdoorsman  
Hal Dove ‘19 & Trammell Church ‘19 

 
An outdoorsman, tall and prideful, strolls down the halls.
Walking with boots on about to have a brawl.  
Wears a camo hat with dirty clothes from the early morning hunt, 
With the smell of pine and that cedar stump.  
He dreams of climbing the stand later in the day,  
But before that, a football game he’ll play.  
He looks forward to Friday as the weekend awaits,  
With thoughts of deer running across the state.  
He will drive his truck to the farm,  
Walking around the property, always armed, 
Missing a deer is a tragedy--oh darn. 
Afterwards they’ll tell fables of their mysterious hunts, 
Then they’ll watch their favorite football team-- hopefully they won’t have to punt.  
Come Sunday morning they will awake,  
And go to Church where their fate awaits, 
While thinking about their Sunday afternoon date.  
When the day comes to an end, the next weekend will enter their dreams, 
Of hunting many different animals to maybe fishing in streams. 
They will count down the days till the weekend,  
And talk about it all week with their friends. 
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  John David Reese ‘18         Watercolor on Canvas 
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